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In troduc t ion
Home healthcare (HHC ) is the provision of services t.o a
person (termed patient/client) in Eheir owrr residence to aid
in their mental and/ or phys ical recuperat,ion, restoration, or
stabilization. Typically it is part of a post-hospitalization
plan. These services are provided to support continued home
residency and avoid inst.itutional-ization or
rehospitalization, both of which are more costly for society
as a whore. Equally important is t.he benef it. of post-
discharge treatment in the home setting which is more
familiar to the client and aids in their recovery. These
points will be noted in the review of the literature.
Persons who receive home healt,hcare do so with a wide
rang.e of needs . fn HHC, clients receive service provision
such as wound t.reatment, fflotor redevelopment, social support
and networking. Sometimes the care is very t.emporary, ds can
be true with post*surgical care, but other clients require
indefinite support that is intermittent as with many who have
mental health concerns. Ages range from infants to Lhe very
aged. Some people can meet all of their normal daily needs
while others are only able to complete some of threir
activities of daily living (ADL' s ) Activities of daily
living are tkrose activities people commonly assume
independence of including the ability to bathe, dress, eat,
toilet, walk, transf er (between furnj-ture) and go outside
(Fredman, Drogre, Rabin, t9g2) .
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Fredman, et dl, (1,992) in a survey of 41-8 HHC users f ound
use by age to be 60-64= 5%, 65-69= L6% , '7 0-7 A=Lg%, 75+=608.
Perhaps not surprisingly, this reflects a steady increase of
need with age. rmpairments were greatest in walking {649.) ,
hathing and going outdoors (each 54%). To a lesser degree
cl-ient.s had difficulty with dressing and transfer from bed,
chair or wheelchair (each 39qt) and f ew were limit.ed in self
feeding ( 14% ) ( Fredman, et d1 , pg. 644) . This profile is
consistent with the Medicare mandate that Medicare funding
he limiLed to part -t,ime or intermittent service provision.
The need t.o walk or bathe is less crucial to functional
independent home res idence and survival t,han trans f er and
eati.rg. Of ten a person' s problems are mu1t.ip1e compounding
his or her needs which deLermines the need for HHc or
inst.itutional lzaLion for an individual .
This service is a growing phenomenon. In 1,876 the Boston
Dispensary started the first health care delivery system in
L876 (Garner, 1984). According to cardoza (1-993) growth of
tlre home healthcare industry was L9.22 in 1990. It is 1ike1y
to continue to increase due to population growth. Elders, the
population most likely to need such care, made up L2.5% of
the general population in l-989 with an anticipated growth
rate of 1,4% occurring by Lhe year 2 0 0 0 . A 31, .Zeb increase of
those over-75 occurred during the 1980's (Malone-Rising,
7994) . More currently; in L992, 23-308 of American workers
cared for older relatives and 929,500 elderly individuals
received HHC (Braus , L994) . Home healthcare and home care
services were used hy L9 .72 of functionally dependent elderly
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as reported in the 1987 National Medical Expenditure Survey
( Fredman, et dI , L992) .
In order to qualify for Medicare reimbursement; HHC
clients must meet the conditions of beingr home-bound, have a
physicj-an's order for home care and require part.-time or
intermittent skilled care (Ringsven & Jorenhy, 19BB, page
47),
"Home heal-th" must he distinguished from "home care" as
the former includes services given by nurses r nursing
assistants or other professional specialties to the il1 or
disabled person. Home care includes other household tasks as
housekeeping, chores and shopping (Ringsven and Jorenby,
1988, pg 64-55).
Home healthcare, ds a growing service, results from arr
at.tempt by the various governmental levels and insurance
providers to decrease institutionalization or
hospitalization, lengths of stay, and to lower costs of
health care. This results in a setting more comfortable and
familiar to the patienL.. The development of dj-agnostj-c
related groups (DRG's) in 1983 hastened this change of focus
from hospital care to home care hy set,ting limits on care
days al lowed f or a given diagnos j-s r resulting in decreased
hospitalization days (Ringsven and Jorenby, 1988, pg. 43) .
Some patients now return t.o their homes with less hospital
recovery and thus require greater home assistance and
restorative training by specialists. Both sudden onset and.
general progression of a physical or mental problem make
people candidates for HHC, enabling them to maintain their
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home residence.
Home healthcare clients are both dependent and
vul-nerable. They are dependent upon their physician's orders,
f ami Iy support , insurance e>rtrrectations and t,he home care
provider agency policies and the staff person assigned.
Vulnerability exists for clients due to their dependence upon
their physician, family, insurance and home care provider.
The vulnerahility is most extreme between the client. and the
agrency staff person. The individual's physique, strengths and
Iimitations, and some personal or emotional issues are bared.
to the home care st,af f person. A trust must. occur in HHC in
relation to the staf f person's prof essionalism anrL sense of
caring . A " f riendship " of ten develops that t14>ica11y end.s at.
the end of service.
Due to this trust, and wulnerability, dssessment of
services must occur beyond that of the mechanics and
st.ipulations recorded on paper for Medicare and insurance
compliance. fn order to ensure goal provision in home care
services, comprehensive evaluat,ions must occur. Assessment,
shall also focus on the actual service contact methodology,
the one on one between client and staff person. Questions
must focus on how well the st.af f person meet.s the client's
need as ref lected by the phys j-cian's order. Also questioned
is how the c i ient. f el- t the relat.ionship was Lrased , the
personal respect and considerat.ion. This personal respect
would include courtesy as welt as the right to self-
determination or locus of control.
HHC is a resource that supports the targeted individual
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plus any individuals that work to maintain t,hat. person' s
gualiLy of life. These individuals primarily include family
and friends. Home healthcare services, while meeting direct
needs of the identified client, also indirectly supports them
by enabling the supporting individuals Lo meet their own
needs. By meeting the supporting individual's needs to rest
or run errands Lhat. individual is then able to cont inue their
supportive ro1e, resulting in continuation of the client,'s
home resi-dence. Monahan (1993 ) f ound that. 57 .7% of care
grivers were employed with 7 6.9% sLating a need for
rest/respite . Berry (1991- ) f ound that those family members
usingr respite care used their freed time on employment, (43%),
to run errands (1-3% ) and f or household maintenance activities
(26%) .
Amicare is a home healthcare agency located in Mason
city, rcwa (pop. 33, 000 ) servi.rg peopre in north cent.ral
rowa, a pr j-mari ly rural area . Amicare is a subs idiary of
Mercy Heal-th Services of Michigan which provides hospitals,
home healthcare and hospice services to Michigan, Illinois
and rowa. This study is being conducted using former Amicare
consumers as the target population. Sixty former clients '
names wil-l be randomly drawn from a L994 new client listing
to determine their satisfaction with their HHC services.
Amicare requires quarterly evaluations of its services.
Existing evaluations for Amicare measure success in relation
to nursing but excludes affiliated services such as social
work, physical- therapy, etc. Therefore, this study seeks to
measure Amicare service pro.rision in regard t,o servj-ces
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provided to any given client in their home, including social
work, nursing, nursing assistant and recreational physical
occupational speech therapies. As HHC provides multiple
services eacLr of those services should be evaluated to
determine their adequacy from the client's perspective. In
other words, did Amicare provide services that were adequate
and of benefit to the client? A more encompassing
tr j-angulated eval-uat ion including al-I of the provider
services from the client's perspective and as an j-nt.er-
related system from the staff perspective would be optimal
but is beyond the scope and time line of this report..
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Def initiofrs.
* Client. A person who receives home healthcare
services at the location of their residence.
* Doctor's order. A physician's written order stating the
reasorr for the care and the cares required.
* Educat.ion. The provision of informaLion by home
healthcare staff to a client regarding their health
status, care process and care goals .
* Homebound. A person confined to their home, needing
assistance of another person or an assistive
device.
* Home hearth care. The provision of professional
services in a client,s residence with a goal of
recuperation or maintenance to assist. in continuing
such residence.
* Interpersonal relationship. The personal bonding, ties,
friendship and consideraLion that develops between
staff persons and a crient, potentially positive or
negative.
* Locus of Control . The personal serrse 6 r
manag'ement of personal af fairs and destiny or fate.
* Locus of Control external . A person's
perception of their daily needs fulfillment. or
destiny as being a result of factors beyond.
themselves .
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* Locus of Control j-nternal . A person' s
percepr-ion of their daily needs fulfilJ_ment or
destiny as being a result of their own choices
or activities.
* Part-ti-me or intermittent skilled care. A client
reguire the services of one or more of the following: a
registered or licensed practical nurse, a physical
therapist or a speech therapist on a partial time
basis.
* Satisfaction. A sense of pleasure
fulfillment or gratification. Operational
measurement will be client responses t.o related
statements on a survey.
* Service professions. Includes staff who visit
clients in their residences for managemenL of the
client' s needs . fncludes nurses, nurse aides,
occupational t.herapist.s, physical- therapists, social
workers, speech therapists and respiratory therapists.
* Vulnerahle. Being sensitive, insufficiently protected,




Littre exists in the lit.eraLure rerated to home
healthcare with the focus of research on nursing and
hospitals (Bore, 1994) . Dawn Hohl (1-994) states that interest
in patient. satisfacti-on has existed only within the past 20
years and that being reflective of physician and inpatient,
services . Eustis, Kane and Fj-scher (1-993 ) ref lected a belief
that HHC does not lend itself to conventional literature
review, that the information was scatt.ered and fragrnentary.
All reviews f ound of satisf act ion in HHC relate t.o nursing
except one each for occupational therapy and nursing
assistants (Hohl , ]-994; Bore , L994) .
Home healthcare services have been increasing in the
uniLed states (Eustis & Fischer, 1991-; Hohl , 1-994; Garner,
19 84 . ) This servj-ce increase is in response to an increase in
the number of aged, quicker hospitalization discharge, a
shift from acuLe to chronic needs, increasing medical costs,
increasing life expectancy and t.echnological advances for
home care p}:s recognition of lower expenditures (EusLis and
Fischer, l-991- ) . Janice Bore (l-994 ) f ound that 102 of people
needed assistance aft,er discharge as well as information on
acLivities of daily living and recovery care. As the cost of
institutionalization j-ncreases and the population ag.es,
consumers see HHC as an entitl-ement pressuring their
physicians f or HHC (Garner, 1,984; Hohl , 1-994 . ) Besides
reducing the length of out-of-home placement HHC serves to
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avoid inappropriate levels of care and assumes care
continuity (Coulton, Dunkle, Goode, MacKintosh , JgB2) .
The goals of these services have included maintaining or
enhancing the client's physical functioning, provid.ing cl-ient
satis f act j-on , achieving treatment outcomes and posLponing or
prevent.ing nursing home admissions (Eustis , e t dI, Lg93 ;
Garner, 1984 ) .
Efforts at guality assurance of services are fragmented
and lack data, focusing primarily on regulating capacity
rather than on personal environmental assistance and on
process outcomes of care. They do not include client
perspectives (Eustis & Fischer, 1991. ) On the other hand,
client satisfaction has been an appropriat,e measure of care
received (Albrecht, e t df , l-993 ; Hohl , L994; Eriksen, 1gB7 ) .
studies of satisfaction have occurred in primary care,
hospitals, public health and long term care facilities
(Laf erriere , Lg 93 ) . A related issue is control- and
sat.isfaction. Health and longetivity benef its have been
associated with increased sense of control (Hennessey, L989).
As hospitalization decisions are often made under sLress and
distress the level of personal control over decisions has
been found to be positively related to consequences and
satisfaction (Coulton, Dunkle, Haug, Chow & Vielhaber, 1gB9) .
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Cli-ent Satisfaction as Evaluation
Client satisfaction has become an accepted measure of
evaluation. The Joint commission on Accreditat.ion of
Healthcare OrganizaLions standard QA L.4 requires that "the
monitoring and evaluatiorr of the quality of patient/cIient.
care includes the following: QA L .4.2 .L, " and "patient/ client
satisfaction is used as an indicator" (Harris, L992). Patient
satisfaction used as a primary indicator of guality of care
allows determination of quality assurance, efficiency of
services relat.ed to standards and incorporation of the
information gained into operations and planning (Schmele,
1985; Eriksen, 1,987; Hohl , 1-994; Eustis and Fischer, j-99I-;
Linn, D. Matteo, Chang, Cope , 1-984; McNeese, 1988 ) .
Eustis, et al (1993) specifically identified guality
assurance as ( 1 ) regulation , (2 ) internal quality assurance
and (3 ) crient/ family oversee quality of workers . Threy
identify consumer choice as (1) services , (2) provider. (3)
service plan and (4 ) involvement in ong'oing service
management, clients monitor worker, tra j-n clients to train
staf f , and centralizat.ion of services. Sat.isfaction of
clients is reflected in entrance into health services, choice
of plan provider and frequency of utilization (Zastowny,
Roghmann, Hengst, 1983; zastowny, Roghmann, cafferata, rg8g).
Essentially, client satisfaction reflect.s the realities of
the care provided. (Reeder and chen, t990; Alhrecht,
Goeppinger, Anderson, Boutaugh, Macnee, stewart, 1993; ware,
Snyder , Wright , Davies , l_9 83 ) .
Previous studies have resul-ted in consistently high
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measures of satisfaction. Lyons & Steele (L977) found
excel lent raLings f rom 1,5 / 1,1 patient groups . Reeder and Chen
( 199 0 , 1,994 ) determined client satisf action to be 4 .36 &
4.20, respectively, on a scale of 1-5. Davis & Hobhs (1989)
found satisfaction to be 3.83 on a scale of 1,-4. The lowest,
rating found was by Bore (1994) with a raLing of 7.6 out of
10.
Demographics _of Satisfaction
Socio-demographic and family characteristics were
significantly related to saLisfaction and ut.ilization of
health services (Zastowny, Rogrhmann and Caf f erata , 1-989 ) .
Older patients had the least complaj-nts of unfulfilled needs
(Ahdellah and Levine , 1-957 , page 61-) ; they saw the worker as
family (Eustis and Fischer, 1991-). Increasing age was
positively correlated with satisfaction (Zastowny, Roghmann
and Hengrst., 1983 ) . Males were s1ight.1y more satisf ied than
f emales, marrj-ed more tk:.an single (Abdellah and Levine , 1957 ,
page 61 ) and educat ion was inversely relat.ed to satis f act,ion
(zastowny, Roghmann and Hengst, 1983) . Blacks were less
satisfied which zastowny, et al (1983) stated mirrored
earlier research. They also found no correlation existed with
poor health.
Comrronents of Satis f action
Sat,isfaction becomes a measurement of specific multi-
dimensional concerns (ware, snyder, wright , Davies , 1983 ) .
While mutual participation has not been measured in paLient
satisfaction, technical guality of care and psychosocial
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concerns has the most influence on evaluation and
satisfaction ratings (Linn, et aI, 1-984) . Eustis and Fischer
(1991) examined the nature and quality of the relationships
between HHC clients and their paraprofessional workers. Their
theoretical framework was that relationships constitute a
critical f actor in the qr-rality of care, whereby consumers
have a role in definingr quality. They found that a
distinction between formal and informal care may not apply Eo
HHC hecause boundaries were crossed in j ob responsibilities,
companionship and clienLs' personal corrcerns. An important
component of client/worker relat.i-onships was informality and
personal bonding.
McNeese (1988 ) identif ied nurse-client conlmunication,
patient teaching and nurse/client interpersonal relationship
and trust as components of nursing home healthcare
evaluation. Reeder and Chen (1990) are more specific listing:
(1) care availability
(2) care continuity
(3 ) provider competence
(4) provider personal gualities
(5 ) cofiimunication with provider
(6) general satisfaction
Repeat.edly, it is the personal relationship between the
agency staff person and the client that is identified to be a
primary concern. See, for example, zasLowny. Roghman, Hengst,
1-983; Rabiner , 1"992; Eust,is and Fischer, 1,99t; Harri-s , L99Z;
Davis and Hobbs, l-989 . Descriptive comments hy client.s of HHC
reviewed in the literature identifying these relationships
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include "Lhe nurse is nice" (Davis and Hobbs, 1989; Abdellah
and Levine , L95J , pages 44-48J and " a f riend, Ii-ke f amily,
extra work was done, companion ta1k, confidant, friend 1ike,
problems told" (Eustis and Fischer, 199L) . Of least
importance f or satisf act ion was the provision of j-nformation
on health maintenance and home care changes (Laferriere,
1993). Altho"rgh the provision of information is important
(zastowny, Roghmann and cafferata, 1989) Eriksen (i-gBT)
identified that the professional concerns may somet.imes be in
oppositicn to the patient's preferences.
L . R. Eriksen ( 19 87 ) asserted that satisfaction is noL
indicative of guality nursing care and vice versa. This is in
opposition to previously cited studies and this report's
sLance. Siqnificant relationships between quality of nursing
care and patient satisf action were noL support.ed. But,
evaluation of the psychological emotional component did
show positive relationships of .55 for orient.ation to
f acilities and . 3 6 f or social courtesy. Eriksen st,ated, " frr
order for nurses practicing in hospitals to improve their
practice with regrard to patient satisfaction, they need. to be
concerned with extending social courtesy" (page 3 5 ) .
Other evaluat.ions exist. besides client satisfaction
(Eriksen, 1-987 ) . Specif ic areas of research include out,comes
of care and development of cofirmunity care systems (Eustis and.
Fischer, 199]--; Reeder and Chen, 1990; Schmele, j_985). The
assessment of the instruments of care, equiptnent and
activities (Reeder and Chen, L990; Schmele, 1985) .
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Locus of Control And Satisfaction
Locus of control (independence of decision making)
relat.es to cl-j-ent satisfaction, dlthough Lhe mutual
participation of provider and client has not been measured in
patient satisfaction according to Linn, €t dI, (1984) .
Laf erriere (1993 ) stat.ed that cl-ients are demanding active
participation in deci-sion makj-ng. Dunkle, Coulton, MacKintosh
and Goode ( 1982 ) found that involvement is positively related
to satisfaction. Catherine Hennessy (1-989 ) sLates that the
perception of personal control through choice plays a
critical role in the older person's health, well-being and
longrevity. As elderly choice is maximized in their home
environment accofirmodation of client desires and an
organi zaLj-on' s requirements lead to an increase,C. sense of
control (Dunkle , coulton, MacKintosh and Gocd"e , LgB2 ) .
Also, Coulton, e t al (1989 ) state that invol-vement leads
to better results. rndividuals with a high internal sense of
control- and information perceive themselves as having cont.rol
over their external lives resulting in higher satisfaction
and less decision anxiety. To enhance treatment out.comes
promote patient involvement in their own care, according to
(Schulman, L979). Schulman (1979) identifies active patient,
orientation (APo) as (1) communication of attitudes &
expectations to Lhe patienL, (2) illness management as a
collaborative process between patient and medical staff and
(3) medical resources are provided with explanations. There
were significant inverse relat.ionships between APO and blood
pressure, plus t,he occurrence of medicine side ef f ects was
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inversely rel-ated to APO leve1 . Schulman concludes that
paLients approached as acLive participants believe in,
understand and carry out treatment recorTrmendations.
If decisions for post-hospitalization care are made under
severe stress, individual choice is limited by family and
hospital staf f (Coulton, eL dl , l-989 ) . The e1der1y, of ten
chronically il1, have their self determination restricted by
medical problems, functional limitations and the physical
environment, f inances and care givers hoth f ormal- and
informal (Hennessy , LgBg ) . Specifically, Dunkle, CoulLon,
MacKintosh and Goode (1982) state that restriction of
patients' involvement in planning result. from family and
professional att.itudes including: the old being seen as
incapable, recurrent iltnesses, the patient drops ouL of
decision making, past f amily relat j-ons , ange r / stress /guilt
and stereotl4>es of the elderly. Hospitals spend more time
with families than elderly patients (coulton, eL dI , l-9BB)
which would require an assertive effort by the patient,
family or a hospit.al staf f person to promot,e the patient.,s
role. The degree of involvement hy patients vs family or
prof ess j-onals is inversely rel-at ed.
Dunkle , Coulton, Mackintosh and Good ( 19 82 ) state that
the amounL of HHC information provided is di rectly related to
patient involvement. That involved patients believed Lhey had
access to opLions. They state that factors in post.*hospital
care planning include ( 1 ) patient assertiveness, (z) time
available, (3 ) hopelessness, ( 4 ) f amily allorn, Lhe patient to
take the leaci plus low family conflict and (5) social
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support . Toramsend and Poulshock ( 1916 ) noL^e that parent.s and
children dif f er on reports of parents ' support networks,-
fewer people make decisions about elders' care than provide
care and that decision makers most likely are immediate
family.
Accorditg to Garner (1984) , the hospitalized eld.erly have
an average of 4.8 diagnoses, 48% have severe impairment,
100:B have impaired ADLs , 82? require medicine administration
and dif f icult-ies of communicat ion, hearing and sight exist .
These debilities will affect the patient's desire or ability
to sel-f -dete::rnine. AIso, l-ocus of control, f eelings of being
rushed and sense of certainty all relate to the fact thaL
patients have little experience with long term care services
(Coulton, €t o1, 19BB) .
Patients who appear to know more of their conditi-ons are
given more complete explanations of their medical sLatus,
( Schulman, l-919) . Coulton, Dunkle, Goode and MacKintosh
(1-982 ) def ine emotional inoculation as an appraisar of
alternaLives and consequences to prepare individuals to cope,
so an impact on lack of control is moderated hy their belief
of causes of control . Locus of control also ;:elat,es to
internals ( locus of control ) viewing reinforcement. as
contingent on individual hehavior whiIe externals (locus of
control ) see reinforcement as controlled by faLe (WallsLon
and Wall-ston , 197 B ) . Theref ore they f ound that internals with
tuberculosis (fe) sought more information on TB and their
condition, plus were less satisfied with Lhe amount of
i-nf ormation received than externals . rnternals cons is t ently
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asked f or and received more inf ormat.ion.
Conc 1us ion
A11 of these s t.udies associat e the patient worker
relationship, cofilmunication and locus of control as prJ-mary
elements of client satisf act ion. High client. satisfact.ion was
a consistent result of the services received from any
identified professional intervention. (Lyons and Steele,
L97l; zasLowny, Roghmann and Hengst, l-983; Reeder and chen,
1990; Davis and Hobbs, 1989; McNeese, 1988; Bore , I-gg4) .
Janice Bore ( 19 94 ) f ound that patients who h":-d a higrh level
of agtreement regardirtg satisfaction rated visits as more
helpful than did the professional provider. While HalI and
Dornan ( 19BB ) found some studies to be astonishingly high in
satisfaction, they found harmful effects to exist in such
skewness within a smal1 magnitucle. People were found to have
heterogeneous views on what constituted good medical care
(Linn, et dl , 1-984). Davis and Hobbs (1989) identified the
concern thrat dissatisf ied persons may refuse to participate
in the survey as a result of their anger.
There are many methods Lo assess HHC. One method that
relates directly to the practical provision of services is
measurement of client satisfaction. This is an accepted t]rce
of evaluation. Coordination occurs with compliance standard.s
manCated by licensing boards, review of client problems that
arise, plus statistics on lengths of service and reasons for
discharge to provide a hotistic picture of service provision.
Previous studies reflect high degrees of sat.isfaction by
cl-ient,s. Client satisfaction includes the components of
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client education, interpersonal relationship,
professional/Lechnical care provision, cofiununication and
locus of control.
The purpose of tkris researchr is to measure the guality
of service pr-ovision as indicated by client satisfact,ion, a
user perspective, of services offered by Amicare. Their
mission is to respond to individual and coflrmunity need.s by
providing health services and resources to persons in their
residences. They do so with home medical equipment, hourly
and live-in services and intermittent visit services (Amicare
F1ier , 1-992) . The signif icance of this study is the potent ial
to fill a void in existing informat.ion regarding assessmenL
of all HHC services since nearly all the stud.ies found in the
literature related to nursing care. ft would he, as such t a
first for Amicare. The utility of the research would be in
staf f education and service provis j-on. This st.udy would also
add to the validity of exi-sting research regrarding HHC client
satisfaction.
The research question is, "How well does Amicare provid.e





This is an explorat.ory, cross-sectional study of client
satisfaction with home healthcare provided by Amicare of
Mason City, Iowa. The research question is: I{ow well does
Amicare provide home health care as measured by client
satisfaction? This study was designed to evaluate multiple
prof essional servj-ces provided hy Amicare, being more
incl-usive than the studies existing current1y. The literature
studies are almost totally inclusive of nursing, with the
exception of one each for occupatj-onal therapy and nursing
aide services.
Client satisfaction survey data was collected through
telephone contact to former Amicare clients who received
services as new cl-ients during 1994. A procedure was
established limiting the number of contact efforts to three
within a two-day mj-d-week period. This included morning,
afternoon and evening efforts, each separated by several
hours, Lo maximize the prohability of interviewer contact..
With a survey population that is primarily elderly iL was
assumed that the respondents would be home by evening in the
winter if they were not absent from their residence, ds on a
trip.
Locaticn o the Studv
This study was conducted within the service area of




















The purpose of this study was to focus on client
satisfaction in relation to all services provid.ed by Amicare
staff within a respondenL 's home. This excluded any
correspondence and Lelephone contact that, occurred between
clients and office staff beyond hilling purposes in order to
survey only those services that occurred within Lhe
respondents' homes. Client satisfaction components include
communication, professional/technical treatment, the staff-
client interpersonal relationship/trust, education of the
client of their presenti"ngl prohlem and treatment and locus of
control in decision making.
Survev Development
This research study adapted a satisfaction survey
developed by Reeder & chen (1994) , f j-gure j-. The Amicare
client satisfaction survey, figure Z, includes a1I of the
professj-ona1 service disciplines of communication,
professional/technical treatment., the interpersonal













CLTENT SATISFACTfON SURVEY AMICARE
The worker that cared for me was capable.
The worker was friendly to me.
The worker did not explain my illness to me because
he/she di-dn't think I could understand it.
The worker was skillful- in carrying out the treatments
or cares.
The worker could have displayed more concern for me.
f feel the worker could have treated me with more
respecL.
The worker should have informed the doctor nurse more
often of changes in my health.
The worker inspired hope in me.
Sometimes the worker didn' t show me how to care for
myself.
The worker generally meL my expectations.
The worker didn't rout.inely explain procedures to me.
The worker could have list.ened more of ten to my problems.
The worker understood how I felt "
I felt free to discuss my problems with the worl.*er.
The worker explained to me how to f o1low my doct_or,s
(nurse's) orders.
The worker didn't always identify my needs.
The worker responded Lo my spiritual needs.
The worker could have better explained how Lo care for
myself.
The worker could have been more responsibre for my care.
The worker was organized in his/her work.
The worker could have been more accepting of my efforts
to help myself.
The worker could have tried harder to understand my
health problem.
The worker had good neatness and grooming.
The worker's punctuafity was a problem to me.
The billing service has been good.
f would not recommend Amicare services Lo a friend.
A S-point Likert-t14>e scal_e ranging from strongly
agree (1) to strongly disagree (5) was used.































THE CLIENT SATISFACT]ON SCALE
The nurse caring for me is capable.
The nurse is friendly to me.
The nurse doesn't explain my illness to me because he/she
doesn't think I can understand it.
The nurse is skillful in carrying out med"ical- treatments.
The nurse could display more concern for me.
The nurse always explains how and when to take my
medications.
I feel the nurse could treat me wiLh more respect.
The nurse should inform the doctor more often of changes
in my heaf Lh.
sometimes the nurse doesn't show me how to care for
myself.
The nurse generally meets my expectations.
The rrurse doesn' t routinely explain the nursing and.
medical procedures to me.
The nurse could listen more of t.en to my problems.
The nurse i s knowl-edgeable .
The nurse underst.ands how f feel .
The nurse doesn't always check to see if r understand the
instruct.ions.
The nurse courd be more thorough and precise in care of
me.
I f eel f ree to discuss my problerns with the nurse.
The nurse explains to me how to follow my doctor's
orders.
The nurse should reassure my family/friends about my care
more often.
The nurse doesn't always identify my needs.
The nurse responds to my spiritual needs.
The nurse could better explain how to care for myself.
The nurse could refer me to services in the community
more often.
The nurse .rllows enougrh time to talk with me to reduce my
fears.
The nurse explains the effect of my medicines to me.
The nurse coul-d be more responsible f or my care.
The nurse always lets me know the results of my tests.
The nurse is organized in his/her work.
The nurse courd be more accepting of my efforts Lo help
mysel f .
The nurse gives me a complete explanation of medical
tests or procedures ordered }:y my doctor.
The nurse couLd try harder to understand. my health
probl em .
























A 5-point Likert-tLpe scale ranging from strongly ag.ree (1) to strongly
disaqree (5) was used. Reeder & Chen (1994.)
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Each sentence was rephrased by deleLion of the term
" nu.rse " , and insertion of the applicable staf f person ' s name
with each representing a profession. Staff persons ' names
were used to maximize Lhe client's familiarity with the
professional discipline under review since they may have had
more than one service discipline providing a service during
Lheir care by Amicare. Also, some servj-ce provisions had
ended sometimes up to a lrear previous t.o this survey plus
some clients were very elderly (80+) whereb)' confusion may be
a f actor . St.af f persons representing nursing, respirat.ory
therapy and social work were questioned regarding their
comfort. in use of their names prior to the decision to use
Another concern, not tested for in this survey, is the
possibility of a cl-ient receivirrg HHc services from a
professional of poor competency whereby the client is
satisfied wit,h the professional care as a result of the
relationship established. As stated in the literature review,
L. R. Eriksen (1987 ) assert.s that satisfaction is not.
indicative of guality nursing care and vice versa.
their names . They concurred that this was a desirabl-e method
to assure measuremenl of the profession idenLified. Other
quest ion al-terations included # 7 the worker should have
inf ormed the doctor more of t.en of changes in my health. The
Lerm " nurse " was substituted f or " doct.or " f or the social work
and nurse aide professions because the flow of communication
about a client to a physician went t.hrough the nurse assigned
to the case. For awareness of the conversions between
surveys / hy numbered statement, see appendix 1 .
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The original survey by Reeder and chen (1994) had a
reliability of .95 with an indication by the designers of
it.em redundancy. A1so, with the assertion by f our staf f
persons of Amicare, besides this researcher, that 33
stat.ements may he too lengthy for an elderly populat.ion to
desire or be able to complete at.t.entively Reed.er and Chen's
L99 4 survey ( f igure 2J was reduced to 22 staternents (appendix
l- ) . Cursory item analysis was complet ed Lo f acilitate this
reduction by two supervisory regj-stered nurses, a licensed
pract ical nurse, a respiratory t.herapi-s t , a supervisory
medical social worker and this researcher. Results were
compiled in an at.tempt to delete many of the redundant
statements, from Amicare's perspective. Also, questions were
deleted on the basis of being specific only Lo the nursing
role (ie. #6) and hy reflecting an activity that may breech
confidentiality (#20) or procedure (#2I) as a result of these
changes without a new reliability study no measure of
reliabili-ty exists for this study.
Four guest.ions were added to the end of the Amicare
client satisfaction survey that had been in previous Amicare
surveys to accoillmodate their previous concerns ( f igure 1- ) .
Reeder & Chen (1994) classified the survey statements in
relation to care gi-ver behavior : prof ess ional / Lechnical ,
educational and interpersonal/trust. In following with the
information presented in the literature revj-ew sources found
by this researcher education was considered to be of lesser
survey value than the interpersonal relationship and, to a
lesser degree, than the professional/techniciel . In Amicare,s
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service area education begins prior to the home health care
setting with the physician's diagnosis . It continues during
the hospital treatment and is a main activity prior to
discharge . Also, review of t,he statements in Reeder & Chen' s
L994 survey was done by this researcher for possihle
association Lo locus of control and cofirmunication. These
concepts were not.ed in the lit.erature to be related to client
satisfaction. These questions were # 3 , 7 , 10, 13, 18, 23 , 30
and 32 for locus of control. For conversion of statements
from Reed.er S- Chen's L994 survey to the Amicare survey see
append-ix 4 . Of these, Reeder and Chen f ound 3 , 7 and 1-3 to be
education behaviors. (Reeder and Chen's report gualified the
behaviors of only through 20 of 36 questions, limiting this
review.) Such an association is like1y as the education of a
client was found in the literature to be associated with
client internal locus of control . The oth"er quest.ions
considered to be locus of control hehaviors dealt withr the
int.erpersonal relationship such as respect, discussion of
problems, listening to or discussions of problems and the
spiritual . An argrument coul-d be made about the positive
relationship between interpersonal relationship and internal
locus of control . Statement.s in Reeder & Chen's L994 survey
evaluated by this researcher to relate to cofirmunication
included #3 , 12, 18, L9 and 23 -
The tesLer of the survey was informed of his unique role
prior Lo administratj-on of the instrument. They replied that
the survey was I'okII to respond to and they were comfortable
with the telephone presentation. This indiviclual responded in
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his owyr terms rather than in accordance with the Likert
scare. At this point, the researcher determined that in
similar responses any use of superlatives such as "very,
every, always" indicated the respondent intended the
"sLrongly" dimension identified on the Likert. scale.
Responses of "yes or no" meant simple agreement or
disagreement. If a respondent stated that the question or
behavior did not apply to t.heir care context "uncertain" was
marked with iCentification of non-applicability. SLatements
considered vague to the respondents were restated allowing
for their individual perceptions. CommenLs applicable to the
care given or to t.he professional staf f provider were
recorded for gualitative assessment. .
Measureme.Et. /Data Col lection
Recording and compi-Iation of results was completed with
use of a S-point Likert scale in both the Reeder & Chen
( 19 9 4 ) and t.he current s tudy . The Likert scale provides a
range of responses. Fourteen, 54? of the 26 statements in
this study were negative statements. This required a reversal
of negat ive statement scores consistent with the 1,2 positive
statements in the same magnitude for evaluation. positive and
negative st,atement format.s were estahlished to reduce the
inf luence of acquiescenL response set bias. The prepond.erance
of negative staLements could also create a t.end.ency for the
overall evaluation t.o he more negative than clients intend as
a respondent may not fully grasp the negative hasis of a
statement, and ag'ree despite a positive att.itude toward. the
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staff persorr's behavior. The respondents ' ccmprehension of
some statements may also be limited by negative compositions.
The guantitative data was collected in profiles of
satisfaction for each staLement behavior, satisfaction of
each resporrdent, satisfaction by hehavior prof iles those
st.atements related to each behavior identif ied. The behaviors
are education, int.erpersonal relat.ionship, corununication,
professional/technical and locus of control. Each behavior
wil1 be interrelated to the others, they are not definitively
exclusive. For analysis and descriptive purposes #2
yes/agree will be considered good care or "sat.isfied". #1
agree sLrongi.y will mean "very satisfied". Tl:is plan is
consistent w:Lth the method of assigning scores to the survey
statement s according to adj ectives or superlat"ives used by
the respondents.
SamBl ing
This study was designed to measure client sat,isfaction
with home healthcare in the service area Amicare based in
Mason City, iowa. As an exploratory cross-sectional study,
the original intent was to obtain stratif icat.ion by
professional service Lo ensure inclusion of non-nursing
discipl j-nes, especialty medical social work. This sampling
procedure wa"s not possible as the computer sl{stem for Amicare
is not currently programmed to identify clientele by service
professions involved.
The survey population includes clients who received home
healthcare services. They must. have a telephone, be
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communicative and be willing to participate in the survey
process. The sample population, the unit of analysis, was 60
clients of Mason City, Iowa Amicare Home Healthcare Service.
To determine the population, sampling occurred by the year of
service (1994 ) , t.hat. thre client be f irst time clients, the
maximum numh-.rer of service periods ( 1) and that termination of
service had occurred. Amicare served 1,551 clients from the
Mason city c,ffice in 1994 of which 1,068 were new, 1 time
clients. The random sample of 50 was drawn by determining
that 60 was approximately L/Ll of 1,068, and heginning the
count with the 1l-th name (chosen randomly as the researcher's
birth date) every 17th name was included into the sample.
The sample population was reduced from 50 Lo 28
individuals. Three persons were deceased, 2 were admiLLed to
nurs ing homes , 2 were incapable of being respondent.s due to
severe cornmunication and mental health dif f icult.ies. T\uo
people refused service followingr the intake process . Also, 11
persons' f iles were not f ound by t.he researcher, and l-3
individuals were current or second service clienLs.
The final sample populaLion of 21 resulted in I-9
respondent-s during the survey process. Two people declined Lo
be interviewed. one person stated that. a recent injury
discomf ort negated her j-nt.erest to be int"erviewed. The other
person stated she "had not given it (Amicare) a thought"
having no interest in participating in an j-nlerview. T\ryo
potential respondents had disconnected" telephones and contact
was not made with f our individual-s, in compliance to the
procedure for contact established. The first individual on
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the list of 28 became the person t.o test the instrument.
Respondent replacements were not found to restore the
population to 60 persons due to the time consuming process of
randomly selecting names, f indirrg and reviewirrg their f iles
and contacLing potential respondents. The actual sample
interviewed included l-9 discharged clients of Amicare. The
respondent.s were asked their ages and level of education for
demographic purposes.
Within the sample population of 19 individuals assessment.
of the number of professions delivering services to those
respondents was made to determine the feasibility of
assessing medical social work or another profession other
than nursing. TWo individuals received social work contacL of
only one visit. Physical therapy met with twc individuals but
resulted in only l- and 2 visits each. These contacts were
considered insufficient by this researcher to establish many
of the behaviors or relationships measured by thre survey
instrument and a respondents memory of one or Lwo visits
would be insufficient for measurement. Therefore, the survey







Tire number of days duringr which a respondent received
home healthcare services from Amicare ranged from 6 Lo 85,
see figure 3 The respondent who had care during a 21, day
period identi f ied tkrat she received an int.ake then she,
herself, delayed conLact by the assigned nurse hecause of
personal activities . The average period of service by Ami-care
for these respondents was 3 0 . 1 days hut if the care period
for the respondent who had delayed contact is reduced to 1
days (identifying a week's limitation for the assigned nurse
contact) the period of service reduces to 29.3, a minor
change, both of which would round out to 30. If the extreme
service periods of 84 & 85 are excluded the results are l-ess
skewed result.ing in an average service period of 23.70 days.

























The ages of thre respondents was acguired for all but
three individuals had a rang,e of 34 to 85. The average age
for 16 individuals was 52.69. with the exception of four
respondents aged 73, J4, J6, 78 whose evaluation responses
were between 2.A4 & 2.56 the evaluation scores were within
1.5 and 2.0. The ext.reme negaLive scores are contrary to the
finding by Abde1lah & Levine (l-957, page 61) that
satisfaction increases with age. Tkre graphic results depict
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Satisfaction
Education:
The educaLional level attained for Lhe respondenLs,
appendix L]_, was acquired for all but three individuals which
included 7 Lo 16 (college graduat,e ) . The averagie educat,ion
attained was 10.82, just. shrort of a junior in high school .




diploma. TWo were college graduates neiLher of whom ent.ered
medical services, ds indicat.ed" hy their undergraduate schools
Ehat were identified when demographics were cbtained.
Plotting of the grade average results by satisfaction results
in unclear v' j-ew of satis faction with education. When each
grade level satisfaction rating is averaged the results are
1-L.65, 8-1 .78, L0-2.15, 11-2.04, 1,2-L.90 and 1,6-1 .6i_. These
results indicate that satisfaction decreased with a person' s
education, begrinning with 7th grade attainmenL, hut improves
after l-0th grade back Lo below the iniLial rating hy those
with a college education. The highest. degree of satisfaction
occurs with bothr the least and most educated persons. Of note
is that neither of the college graduates had collegiate
training in a medical f ield. The Jeast sat,isfaction occurred
with those i;r 10th grade. A slight increase of satisfaction































The results were completed af ter reversal of the negat,ive
statement, scores into the positive direction, The Likert
Scores averaged over the 1,9 respondenLs with 1 indicating
strongly agree (very good/exceptional care) to 5 being
strongly disagree (very poor care) .
Figure 6
AMICARE CLIENT SATISFACTION AVERAGES
1. 1.63 l-0. 1.84 t_9. 1,.79
2. 1.63 11. 1_.93 20. l-.89
3. 1,.94 1_2. L.94 21 . 2.L7
4. 7.14 13 . 1.95 22. 1. 89
5 . 1.58 L4. 1.84 23 . 1.63
6" 2.05 l-5. t_.BB 24. 1_.74
7 1.94 16. 1,.79 25. t-.91_
B. r-.95 L7.2.00 26. L.74
9. 1.63 l_8. t_. 88
The total average f or respondent.s to the
statements in t,he survey was 1 . 84 , (figure 6 ) . The low
statement average was 1.63 with the high average being 2.1,1 .
This total averag"e of 1-. 84 ref l-ected that respondent,s agreed
(Likert #2i with a positive portrayal of the care they
received. implying good care, more so than portraying strong
agreement (Likert #1) which would reflect excellent care. As
many of the respondents stated that some of the questions did
not apply to their care situation and this event was recorde,C,
on the survev-s, averaging was completed with =limination of
the response #3 in the Likert scale for a given statement for
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those who st.ated that the statement did not apply Lo their
service t.reatment. The divisor in calculating the averages
was also then reduced hy that. number of sLatements that did
not apply . Thj-s adj ustment portrays a more realistic response
averag'e / more ref lective of actual service provision. The
averaged responses to each statement and behavior are
included in figures 4 & 6, respectively.
The statement averag'es were evaluated according to the
behavior dlmamics including internal locus of control , 1- . 9 0 ;
staff professionalism, 1 . 80,' interpersonal relationship,
1.90; education, 1. B5; and cofirmunication, 1.89. Lit.tle
variance exists and these results are similar Lo the total
satisfaction average of 1.84 (figures 5 & 6).
Of note is that the most positive evaluations related to
t.he concern of the staf f person f or the client #5 (j- . 5g ) , the
capabilities of the worker #1 (1.63), the worker,s
friendliness #2 (1.63. ) and the worker's physical appearance
#23 (1.63).
Figure 7
BEHAVIOR BY STATEMENT & SATTSFACTION RATING
Professional/Techni-cal (1.80, averaged from statements)
The worker that cared for me was capable. ( 1 . 63 )
The worker was skil-Iful in carrying out Lhe treatments or
cares . (1.14)
The worker should have informed the doctor more often of
changes in my health. (1.94)
The worker generally met my expectations. (1.84)
The worker didn' t always identify my needs . (j_ . Tg )
The worker could have been more responsible for my
care. (1-.79)












Interpersonal- (1- . 90 )
aro.
1,2 .
The worker was friendly to me. (1_ . 63 )
The worker did not explain my ill_ness t,o me because
he/she didn't think I could understand it.(1.94)
The worker could have displayed more concern for
me. (1.58)
I feel the worker could have treated me with more
respect. (2 . 05 )
The worker inspired hope in me. (1.95)
The worker coul-d have l-ist.ened more often to my
problems. (1.94)
The worker understood hour I fe1t. (1-.95)
r felt free to discuss my probrems with the worker. (r-.84)
The worker responded to my spiritual needs. (2.00)
The worker could have been more accepting of my efforts
to help mysel f . (Z .L7)
The worker could have tried harder to understand my







3. The worker did not explain my illness Lo me because
he/she didn't think I could understand it. (1.94)
9 . sometimes the worker didn' t show me how to care for
myself. (1.63 )
11. The worker didn't rouLinely explain procedures to
me. (1.93)
15 . The worker explained to me how to fo1Iow my doctor's
orders. ( 1. 88 )
18, The worker could have better explained how to care for
myself. ( f. Bg )
Communication ( 1. 89 )
3 The worker did not explain my il_lness to me because
he/she didn't, think f could understand it. (1.94)
The worker didn't routinely explain procedures to
me. (1.93)
r felt free to discuss my probrems with the worker.(1.94)
The worker explained to me how t.o f ol1ow my doc:or,s
orders. (1. bB)
The worker could have bet.ter explained how to care for
myself. (f.88)
Locus of Control (fnternal-) (1.9)
9 . sometimes the worker didn't show me how to care for
myself. (f .94)
1'L . The worker didn' t routinely explain procedures to
me. (1.93)







18 - The worker could have better exprained how to care for
myself. ( f. 8B )
2\. The worker could have been more accepting of my efforts
to help mysel f . (2. 17 )
Non-Behavior Statements (1.75)
23. The worker had good neatness and grooming. (1.63)
24. The worker's punctuality was a problem to me.(1.14)
25. The billing service has been good. (1.91)
26. I wourd not recorTrmend Amicare services to a friend. (1,.7 4)
Of note is that. the most positive evaluations related to
the concern of the staf f person f or the client #5 (l_ . 58 ) , the
capabilities of the worker #1 (1.63), the worker's
friendliness #2 (1.63. ) and the worker,s physical appearance
#23 (l-.63).
The most negative evaluations related to the worker
needing to accepL Lhe client ' s self -help ef f orts #2L (2 .1-'l ) ,
the level of respect presented to the client #6 (2.05) and
tlre response to the clj-ent's spiritual needs #L7 (2.00. )
Scores for statements #22 26 averaged L.75. This was less
than the total average of 1.84 but included a high of 1-.91
for the billing service q.uality.
Client's willingness to recoflrmend Amicare positively to a
friend received an average of L.7 4, a more positive rating
than the overal l- averagie .
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SATISFACTION BY BEHAVIOR




Pro. Locus Educ. Com. l-PerNon-B. Avg
Behavior
Averages were also compiled for each respondent, to
determine if ext,remes existed for particular clients. Again,
statements that were stated not to apply were omitted from
the averaging with the dividend decreased. The most posit,ive,
(low) score/ was 1.50 which came from a college educated
respondent urho answered with the Likert responses. The most.
negative, (high) score, was 2.65 from a high school graduate.
The total was averaged for all respondents as 1 . 86, different
than the 1 . 84 f or the statement resporrses, a minor dif f erence
attrihuted t.o comput.ation. No pattern is assert,ed to exist in
t.he results hy respondent, each being telephoned within two
work days at various times of the day.
aualitative rinafnffi
SLatements made by respondents regrarding Amicare staff
providers and the overall care they received. were positive
and the tone of vo j-ce of the respondents was enthusiastic.














int.erviews are included in Appendix 2. Each person ref lected
that they were appreciative of, some even grateful, for the
assistance provided by the staff providers of Amicare. There
were no negative comments. The one clj-ent. who had the closest
to a negative comment about Amicare was that one who ,C.eclined






In this study f at tempted to measure client sat.isfaction
with HHC services. The intent was to evaluate multiple
professional services but only L7 nursing and 2 nurse aide
providers were evaluated due to current record. keeping
limitations of Amicare. It was used to document the impact of
the care on thre client.s of Amicare of Mason City. A st.udy of
this t14re is essenLial to the provis ion of services as the
cl ients are iependent on Lhe service , thley ar e vulnerable and
a level of trust. is necessary in the client st.aff
relat ionship .
The surveyed respondents, former clients of Amicare of
Mason City who received services in L994, gave a rating of
L .84 on a scale of l- 5 . As #2 ref lects ,,good,' and #1
ref l-ected "very good/exceptional " 1. B4 means that the clients
felt their receipt. of servj-ces was sIight.ly greater than good
but not exceptional. This rating indicates that they were
satisfied with the services they received but that
improvements calr be made. Triangulation of the quantitative
and qualitative measures reveal an inconsistency whereby the
spontaneous t'omments by the respondents were all extremely
positive, more so than as ref lected hy the rating of j-.84.
several factors may be causing this discrepancy. First, a
less satisfied respondent may have chosen to limit. their
comments . Also, the respondent.s may not have comprehended the
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negaLive basis of a statement t.hus portraying a negative
attitude contrary to their positive attitude. As the majority
of the st.atements (L4 /26) were negatively stated, mult.iple
miscomprehensions of the basis of the sLaLement would result
in a less positive evaluation.
Reeder and Chen's 1,994 survey resulted in a saLisfaction
rating of 4.2 where 5 was the high positive. Transition of
that score to a reversed scale equals 1.8, approximately Lhe
same measurement. achieved in this study. A consistency of
results occurred despite alterat.ions of the instrument.. A1so,
the qualitative and triangulated final assessments are more
consistent. with those results identif ied in t,he literaL.ure,
which showed high Lo exceptional satis f act j-on .
Client satisfaction evaluations need t.o conti-nue to
assess HHC services from the clients' perspectives. Further
eval-uations will reguire survey of all the services provi,C.ed
Lo clientele to assure t.otal knowledge of service provision.
currently, since the majority of evaluat.ions relate to
nursing the nursing, social work and therapeutic services are
unable Lo determine the adeguacy of their care provision and
how they relate to the other professions in HHC. More studies
as this, on a larger scale need to he comple[.ed. A1so, more
attention should occur toward the client's internal locus of
control , or self -determination, ds it rerat,es to HHC
provision - fntrinsic to locus of control is communj-cation,
especially of goals and methods. Are HHC services meeting the
purpose of their involvement, the goals set by the physician,
client and therefore the HHC sLaff?
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The survey results were not. af fected by the educat.ional
level of respondents, a concern of inverse relationship as
stat.ed by Zastowny, e t dl, (1983 ) .
Validity exist.s f or the survey. Face validity from review
of the statements by the originators, Reeder and Chen (1994)
plus by Amicare staff of multiple professions. Also, content
validity exists as the statements relate to the concerns
addressed in the literature.
This evaluation by client saLisfaction survey can be
useful- to Amicare in making improvements in care, staf f
education and for application to the development of similar
programs.
Also, contrary to the assertion by Davis & Hobhs (1989)
that. clients may refuse Lo participate in a survey (resulting
in hiqh positive evaluations) due to anger toward a provider,
this evaluation had no negative based refusals. One client
declined due to physical discomfort from a new injury,
another due to apathy. As surveys are completed this aspect
of refusal reasons should be tactfully assessed to determine
any possihle effect on the qualitative measure.
Limi tations
Application of the resulLs of this study can only be mad.e
to the services of Amicare, Mason city, rowa. The sample,
which was reduced Lo 19 respondents of 60 intended, is sma11
reducing it's generalizability and validity.
The statements of t.he survey need improvement to more
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reliably measure the hehaviors of educat.ion, interpersonal
relationship, locus of control, professionalism and.
cofilmunication. These improvements would also increase the
instrument's validiLy. There were statements that the
respondent's said did not, apply t.o their HHC situation, or
were identified to be vague (appendix 3 ) whereby each
respondent requested clarj-f ication, guessed how to reply or
used his or her hest individual perceptj-on. The st.at.ements
with high frequencies of vagueness or non-applicahility (#18,
17 ) should be considered for deletion to avoid extraneous
questions and to minimize the distractihility potential for
the respondents. The other problematic statements identified
should be reviewed for wording concerns, intent and
importance to the survey goals.
Concerns existing in the client satisfaction research
mode of eval-uation include positive and negat.ive wordi-ng to
counteract the acquiescent response set (Pascoe 6c Atgkisson,
1983; Laferriere, L993; Reeder & Chen, !990) . Utilization of
a consumer viewpoint, lack of dif f erentiaticn of pat.ient
responses without distingruishing multiple program dimensions
is stated by Pascoe & Attkisson , (1-983 ) ware, snyder, wright
and Davies (1983) identify the potential dimensions of:
interpersonal manner, finances , efficacy, technical process,
accessibility, convenience, availability, physical
environment and outcomes. Laferriere (1993) associates social-
desirability due to item wording and ctient hesitancy to
negatively evaluate care providers while Hal I and Dornan
(l-9BB ) state it is possible that patients do not. think their
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care was good but are rel-uctant to criticize, having a
possible positive bias of "my care. "
Some of the respondents may have been distract.ed by the
f act that. some of the s tatements did not. apply to their care
situat.ion. One person stated that they f e1t he was answering
a topic several times, t,hose of an education basis.
Future s.rrveys of this type may be more successful in
measuring satisfaction if a Likert. scale was not used.
Cl ients pref erred t.o answer in their owrr terms and f uture
surveys may adapt that preference to a predetermined scaling
system by identification of adjectives stated by the clients.
Furthermore, ds a start.ing point in advance of using a survey
in this populaLion iL would be advisahle to ask clients
during their service provision what they consid.er to he
important elements of the service provision. Their responses
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Appendix l-
conversion of statements from Reeder & chen's to this

































explain illness as related to client comprehension
-I knew it before
-she did this every time, real good, g'reat
-we knew
-very thorough in explaining
-she knew I could do it
#4 , ski 11f ul
-oh yes
#5, display more concern for a client
-f don't think she could have had more
-she did her best
-she did t,his very well
-Iaugh, I don't think so





-a11 the respect to all of us
-she was great*she did all she could
#7 , inform the physician/nurse
-every t ime she came she did




#9, show client how to care for themselves
-always perfect
-she was always right there
-she always did
#10, worker met the clients ' expectations
-I didn't know there were
-she did all the time
those who cared so much
#11, worker explained procedures
-very good listener
-always, every time
-she did al-I the time
#LZ, wori..er listened to problems
-every time
-very good listener
-I got an earful, she was great to
feel ings
j oke wi th
#L3 ,
#L4 ,
worker understood client' s
-we had no disagreements
freedom t.o discuss problems
-she 1eL me do it
-nice j ob
-to a certain extent, ds I would with anyone
#15, explaj-n physician orders
-very eKplicit
-she showed me
# l- 6 , idenLi fy needs
-sh.e was always right there
#18 / care explanation
-d.idn't lack anything
- exsel 1 enL
#19, worker be more responsible for the care provision
-she did everyt.hing she could
-no more than she was
-couldn't have been more
-she did the best she could
51
#2t, worker he more accepting of serf-he1p efforts
-as it was saf e, grradually
-she rea1Iy understood
-1ike a mind reader
-encouraged fr€, real gtood
-don't see how she could
#23, good neatness and grooming
-very, real clean and neat
#24, punctuality
-she was here ahead of Lime sometimes
-always on time
-she was late once, she told me why and it was ok
-always on time, she was a little late once
-she always was here when she said she woul_d be
#26, recommend Amicare to a frienC
-sure would, you bet !
-definitely woul-d
-ohr ffiy, highly !
-certainly would
-oh, f sure wouldl
-yes we would !
Other comments:
---she was very good!
---she was real good all t.he way around
---I was well pleased, I recofilmend her
- - -really l iked 'her
---when she dismissed (discharged) me, a 1oad. was




PROBLE}4ATIC & NON_APPLICABLE STATEMENTS
Statement.s Considered Problemat ic to Respondents (with
cofirments ) .
#l-6- unclear
#L7 - don ' t. unders tand, vag'ue , a.h , f gues s .
Statements Identified by RespondenLs as Non-applicahle to
their care Provision (witn numbers of incidents) .
#3 (2x) , #7 (2x) , #9 (3x) , #l-1 (4x) , #L5 (2x) ,
#L7 {Jx) , #1-B ( ZxJ , #2l- ( 1x) , #25 (Bx)
trQ
CONSENT FORM
Hel]o, my name is Leslie Throne. As a new client to
Amj-care in the past year, you are invited to be in a research
study or survey of Amj-care hy answering questions about your
opinion of their care and services. Amicare has asked me to
do this survey as I am a student from Augsburg College in
placement at Amicare. The results will be used to help
Amicare learn what they are doing right and where they can
improve. r will use the survey, &s a stud.ent, to ful-f ill my
master's thesis requirement .
Your voluntary answers will be kept in a locked
file, only r will have access Lo your responses. your
responses wiil be grouped with everyorre e1ses, no one will
know who said what. Your participation will not affect your
current or fut.ure rel-ations with Amicare or Augsburg Co11ege.
If you have any questions or concerns you may contact me or
the director of Amicare aL 421,-6444 or my thesis advisor Ed
Skarnulis at 61,2-330-1-759 .
Do you understand the risks and henefits of this
study and may I ask you these quest.ions?
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